A Heisenberg S -3/2 ferromagnet with isotropic biquadratic exchange and dipole-octupol coupling is discussed. The conditions for the exact ferromagnetic ground state are derived. The thermodynamical behaviour in the molecular field approximation is discussed. Collective excitation spectra and the 1/z correction to the free energy are found.
II. Ground State
The system of localized spins we assume to be described by the Hamiltonian 
The first term reflects the interaction of the system with the external magnetic field, the second and third are Heisenberg and biquadratic exchanges, respectively, the last is dipol-octupol coupling. We should note that the second and third terms in [1] have full rotational symmetry, so the ferromagnetic ground state requires 13>0. In the other case easy plane ordering will be favorized.
Making no further assumptions about the magnitudes of the coupling parameters we shall try to extablish the relations between them through the conditions under which the system is ground state ferromagnetic. We shall follow the procedure given in [4] .
Let us consider a pair of the nearest neighbours, since
) £T(S t + 1) -S(S + 1). (2.2)
Si -total spin of any pair of the nearest neighbours, S = one site spin. The expectation value u of Si • Sj varies from -8(8+ 1) to S 2 (S T = 2S). Let us consider two situations: 4) and (4.6) , respectively.
IT. Elementary Excitations Let us write the Hamiltonian (2.1) in the form
H = H 0 + H lnt + E 0 ,(4.A i = Ei -f-E<i -E3 - -(1/8) I 2 (k)((pi + <p 5 ), A2 -(E1 -E 3) (E 2 -E 4) -(ll8)I 2 (k)[ n (E 1 -E 3 ) + ^5(^2-^4)],(4.
Summary
The higher interactions bring about that multipolar order parameters must be considered. From (3.7) it appears that octupolar ordering appears together with the dipolar one. Quadrupolar ordering may appear before the dipolar one if the respective transition temperature is higher than the Curie temperature, which depends the on relations between the coupling parameters.
In the 1/z approximation the collective excitation spectra of ferromagnet are found, similary as 
